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ABSTRACT
One hallmark difficulty of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) centers on
communication and speech. Research into computer visualizations of voice has been shown to
influence conversational patterns and allow users to reflect upon their speech. In this research,
called the Spoken Impact Project (SIP), we explore the effects of audio and visual feedback on
vocalization in low-functioning children with ASD. By presenting a child with a new
interpretation of their vocalizations (though audio and visual feedback), we aim to provide
them with additional means of understanding and exploring their own voice. The SIP
research spans over 12 months, including the creation of multiple software packages and
detailed analysis of more than 20 hours of experimental video. This thesis details the four
major components of this research project; 1) theory for visuals as feedback; 2) Supporting
Video Annotation; 3) Creation of a Coding Guideline for Working with pre-verbal children
and computers, and; 4) exploring SIP in an Experimental Context. In this work, we
demonstrate the potential of computer generated audio and visual feedback to shape
vocalizations of children with ASD.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION1
As a child develops, acquisition of speech and language typically progresses with little or no
explicit effort from parents, family, or doctors. Developmental disorders, such as Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD), can significantly disrupt the natural development of social
behaviors, such as spoken communication. Since language is “a unique characteristic of human
behavior… [that] contributes in a major way to human thought and reasoning” [64], the
communication deficits of children with ASD are likely to have detrimental effects on multiple
aspects of their lives. The impact of this disability as well as its prevalence, estimated by the
Center of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) as 1 in 150 children [25], highlight the need
for effective methods to facilitate the development of communication, including speech.

This thesis presents SIP, the Spoken Impact Project, which aims to explore a new area of HCI:
using real-time audio/visual feedback to facilitate speech-like vocalizations in low-functioning
children with ASD. This work is grounded in HCI and behavioral science literature. We
believe computer-generated feedback, generated from a child’s vocalizations, can influence the
vocalizations of children with ASD for communicative purposes by providing them with
additional means of accessing information regarding parameters of their voice (e.g., pitch,
loudness, duration).
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SIP covers 3 major pieces of research; VCode and VData tools for Video Annotation and
Analysis, A3 Coding Guidelines, and the Experimental Testing of SIP’s Visualization
software. In order to motivate SIP, we first outline the background, theory and existing state
of both HCI and Communication literature. We then break SIP down into four major
sections; Software & Experimental Design, Tools for Video Annotation, Dependent
Variables for Behavior Analysis, Within-Subject Experimentation, and Data Analysis. When
appropriate, we provide additional theoretical background within each sub section.

Beyond the experimental results, the contributions of this work are the creation of design
guidelines to facilitate video annotation in an experimental setting based on the needs of
researchers, a set of dependent variables to enable behavior analysis of non-verbal humancomputer interaction, a demonstration of a new approach to ASD research (within the
context of HCI research) and an initial understanding of how the SIP model could be further
explored by the HCI community.

1.1. Scope and Motivation
SIP explores a new area of HCI research focusing on the use of contingent audio and/or visual
feedback to encourage sound production in low-functioning children with ASD. Without the
development of techniques to encourage speech/vocalization, a diagnosis of ASD can have far
reaching negative implications for a child’s social, developmental and educational life.

Building on prior work, our focus on computer visulization in this population is unique. Most
HCI visualizations research has focused on neurologically typical individuals [91]. ASD
2

treatment research in HCI has targeted higher functioning children with ASD [101] but has
failed to address the needs of non-verbal/low-functioning children with ASD. Though the
literature in the behavioral sciences has explored this demographic, existing practices use lowtech alternatives such as PECS [19], mirrors and echo chambers [68] or invasive procedures,
such as electropalatography [23]. Our research begins with the basic question: can real-time
visual/audio feedback positively impact sound production in low-functioning children with
ASD?

While there is discussion that high-functioning children with ASD should not be pressured to
communicate vocally, this concern is not applicable to this vein of research. These children
cannot communicate by any means (e.g., typing, signing or speaking). Teaching some form of
communication is essential, though the method should vary according to individual preference
and capabilities.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.

Chapter 2: Literature Review, presents a brief overview of ASD, computer
visualization, and communication treatment.
Chapter 3: Spoken Impact Project (SIP) discusses our experimental & software
design as well as a motivation for conducting this research project.
Chapter 4: Tools for video annotation presents two novel tools created to help
researchers annotate video of experimental sessions in order to gather data that can
be quantitatively assessed.
Chapter 5: A3 Coding Guidelines describes the creation and reliability of a set of
dependent variables for assessing the interaction between non-verbal subjects and
computer based feedback systems.
3

Both chapters present tools that were researched, designed, and created for support of SIP
while having implications for use in other research and multiple fields. These two chapters
provide additional literature reviews as they pertain to aspect of video annotation, and
behavior analysis.

Chapter 6: Data Analysis and Chapter 7: Results & Discussion present the
findings of this thesis, and a discussion of their significance.
Chapter 8: Follow up study presents the findings of a Wizard of Oz study.
Chapter 9: Conclusion summarizes the findings of SIP.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW2
We present here an overview of existing research in Communication Treatment and HCI
literature on Autistic Spectrum Disorder. Additional literature analysis is presented at the
beginning of Chapter 4: Tools for video annotation, and Chapter 5: A3 Coding Guidelines,
providing additional related work pertaining specifically to the topics covered in those
chapters.

2.1. Computer Visualizations
Computer based visualization systems have been providing users with new, and faster ways to
understand large quantities of varied and complex data [40]. See Figure 1 for examples of
existing Visualizations. Work on Awareness Displays [67, 81] has shown the benefit of
abstract representations, and their ability to provide continuous streams of data to users about
their world, interests, and needs. Visualizations have also been used to impact teaching of
complex concepts [61] by presenting visual and interactive representations.

Yet a major thrust of visualization research has focused on providing feedback to impact
communication [14, 15, 46-48, 62, 103] and illustrate emotion [4]. These systems give the
users a new understanding of their vocal interaction with others (from rate of speech to
dominance in a conversation). These visulizations have the ability to alter people’s behavior in

2
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real time. This research has shown that these visualizations directly impact the
communication of said individuals. Thus, the potential impact of visualization systems is far
reaching, for social, personal, and educational purposes. We hope these ideas generalize to

Figure 1. Examples of existing visualizations. Clockwise from top left: 1) Conversation
Votes [14] 2) Isochords [15] 3) Conversation Clock [13] 4) Telemurals [45]

other communities and those with communication impairments.

2.2. Autistic Spectrum Disorder
Kanner’s 1943 description [44] of 11 children with ASD documented this disorder in the
scientific community. In the past 60 years, scientists and therapists have strived to better
understand ASD and provide treatments to mitigate its many communicative and social
difficulties. The ASD population is not a homogenous group. Many of the characteristic
difficulties and developmental delays revolve around communication, empathy, social
6

functioning, and expression. The Autism Society of America describes ASD as “insistence on
sameness… Preference to being alone… spinning objects [and] obsessive attachments to
objects”[7]. While some children have limited impairment, those with a greater difficulty with
social and communicative skills are considered low functioning.

2.3. Communication Treatment
Since the 1960s, Ivar Lovaas’ pioneering approach of “applied behavior analysis” has been used
to help teach communication and social skills to children with ASD. The treatment focuses on
extrinsic rewards (e.g., food or toys) for encouraging targeted behavior [64]. Over time,
rewards are slowly faded or removed resulting in more naturalistic behavior.

While the merits of this treatment have been documented for 30 years, this form of therapy
has high financial and labor-intensive costs. Furthermore, frequent sessions requiring
sustained attention and intense human-to-human contact can be anxiety producing [12]. This

Figure 2. Examples of existing communication treatment
solutions. Clockwise from top left: 1) PECS [19] 2) Go Talk
[6] 3) Speech Viewer III [42] 4) Visi-Pitch [49]
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anxiety along with the detached/alone feeling of many children with ASD [12, 44] causes
difficulty for practitioners and subjects. Further challenges also concern generalization of these
skills. Other forms of communication treatment [35, 55, 75, 106] have been used to help
develop social and communicative skills in children with ASD. Figure 2 illustrates four
commonly used devices to assist in the development of communication skills.

2.4. HCI & ASD Research
Since the 1990s, the HCI community has examined how computers can aid in diagnosis of
ASD [38, 52, 53]. In addition HCI has studies audio perception [91] and teaching humanto-human interaction to high-functioning children with ASD [51, 59, 72, 102]. Elements of
play have also been studied that demonstrate that technology/computers can reduce the
apprehension caused by human-to-human interaction [59, 70, 78]. Other HCI research [15,
42] and technology-based behavioral science research [3, 11, 97] outside of the ASD
community has illustrated the use of computer solutions in the context of speech and
communication therapy. Two of these solutions are illustrated in Figure 2. These computerbased solutions tend to approach visualization through games, and controlling characters in
environments. While these game-like solutions can be useful, they abstract away many of the
vocal properties resulting in a lack of understanding what or how their voice may impact the
visualization. Further, they require a cognition level that can understand a game, a goal, and
discovering how to achieve that objective.

Speech recognition is a commonly used technique for computationally capturing speech for
the purposes of archival and analysis. Due to the current limitations of speech recognition
8

software [74, 98], the forms of speech detection are limited, especially for individuals with
poor diction. Hence, technology must be designed to aid and supplement practitioners and
researchers rather than replace them.

With this work, we explore methods and technology that can facilitate the speech and
vocalization education process for children with communication skill deficits. Specifically we
intend to use contingent visual and auditory feedback to (a) motivate and reward vocalization
and (b) provide information about the acoustic properties of vocalizations. The following
chapter details our approach for creating computer based feedback systems to encourage
vocalization in non-verbal children with ASD.

9

CHAPTER 3: SPOKEN IMPACT PROJECT (SIP)3
One hallmark difficulty of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) centers on
communication and speech. Research into computer visualizations of voice has been shown to
influence conversational patterns and allow users to reflect upon their speech. This thesis
presents the Spoken Impact Project (SIP) which examines the effect of audio and visual
feedback on vocalizations in low-functioning children with ASD by providing them with
additional means of understanding and exploring their voice. This research spans over 12
months, including the creation of multiple software packages and detailed analysis of more
than 20 hours of experimental video. SIP demonstrates the potential of computer generated
audio and visual feedback to shape vocalizations of children with ASD.

3.1. Spoken Impact Projecrt Software (SIPS)
During three months (Summer 2007), researchers designed the Spoken Impact Project
Software (SIPS) package in Java using the Processing Library [32]. SIPS generates audio and
visual feedback directly related to the amount of external noise detected by the system. For
example, a circle on the screen could change in diameter, as sound, particularly voice, grows
louder. An “echo”, like that heard in a stairwell, is an example of audio feedback. Distortions
could be applied to change the perception of the sound returned to the subject. We explored
visual, auditory and mixed (both visual and auditory) feedback due to cross-modal interference

3

Some research, content, and text from this section is in submission to ACM under the title:
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[20], commonly associated with ASD. Unlike existing software based communication
treatments, discussed in the previous chapter, SIPS provides feedback and abstract
representation of voice, rather than situating the visualization in a game with a concrete goal or
objective.

We describe here the creation of SIPS, the metaphors of feedback, specific forms of feedback
within each metaphor, and the implementation of the software package.

Figure 3. Examples of visualizations used in SIPS.

3.1.1. Forms of Visual Feedback
SIPS visual feedback (Figure 3) consists of one of three possible types of graphical objects:
circular/spherical, lines, or found images (e.g., picture of cartoon character). These objects can
be presented in one of four types of motion metaphors; Falling, Spinning, Flashing and
Stationary. Among the four categories, approximately 12 unique motion/pattern
11

combinations were created; most can function with any type of object (circle, found image,
etc).

3.1.1.1. Falling Visual Feedback
The falling metaphor simulates a gravitational pull on objects. This includes particle effects
like water from a shower head or fireworks (Figure 3, top left). Consider a series of spheres
falling, like rain, from the top of the screen to the bottom. If each sphere’s diameter
represented the volume of a sound, a subject could gain a temporal understanding of what
sound they have made, and how their current sound differs. The falling metaphor was selected
to leverage stimuli that garner interest from children with ASD [8, 34, 73].

3.1.1.2. Spinning Visual Feedback
The spinning metaphor moves objects in a circular or spiral pattern, outward, from the center
of the screen (Figure 3, top right). Consider a series of circles (with a diameter based on the
average volume in the past 2 seconds), which travel outward on a spiral path. The current
sound remains in the center, and the subject can examine how their current sounds directly
impact the circles which travel in a spiral. The spinning metaphor was selected to leverage
stimuli that garner interest from children with ASD [8, 34, 73].

3.1.1.3. Flashing Visual Feedback
The flashing metaphor focuses on objects appearing and disappearing, giving a flashing or
flickering effect (Figure 3, bottom left). Consider color circles appear in random locations on
the screen, and the size of the color relates to the volume of the screen. This feedback would
give an immediate sense of how loud a vocalization was, by the amount of color quickly
12

appearing on the monitor. Flashing feedback was investigated due to its high energy, which
often appeals to neurologically typical children.

3.1.1.4. Stationary Visual Feedback
The stationary metaphor (Figure 3, bottom right) contained a singular object, at the center of
the screen, and changing in one respect based on the sound of a subject. Stationary objects
were explored to focus on change in an object (size, color, etc.) rather than object motion.

3.1.2. Forms of Audio Feedback
SIPS provided two categories of audio feedback based on the sound produced.

3.1.2.1. 1-to-1 Audio Feedback
1-to-1 feedback is sound produced by the interface was directly related to sound produced by
the subject (e.g., echo, or pitch-shifted version of the subject’s voice). Though there was a
slight delay between source sound and feedback, but both input and output occur
simultaneously. By modifying a subject’s sound, and returning it back to them, the impact of
different vocalizations can produce a variety of new sounds, which can encourage vocalization.

3.1.2.2. Reward Based Audio Feedback
Computer sounds were produced upon completion of subject’s sound. Duration of reward
sound was related to duration of sound produced (longer sound made by subject resulted in
longer reward). Sound could be music or found-audio (e.g., from movie or TV show). By
treating audio as a form of reward, subjects were encouraged to produce sounds of a variety of
length, in order to create audio that they enjoyed hearing.
13

3.1.3. Implementation
SIPS was built using Java 1.4 and the Processing Visualization [32] toolkit. During testing
and experimentation, SIPS was run on an iMac computer, with the Phonex Audio SOLO
microphone (noise canceling).

3.2. Research Questions
We pose the following research questions about the effects of contingent audio and/or visual
feedback on low functioning children with ASD.

Q1: Will at least one form of real time computer-generated feedback positively
impact the frequency of spontaneous speech-like vocalizations?
R1 is the primary question of SIP: testing the impact of computer-generated feedback. R1
builds upon the success of low-tech alternatives (e.g., image cards [19], mirrors [68]) and other
related work. The remaining research questions examine modes of feedback, and their
implications on frequency of spontaneous speech-like vocalization. Q2-Q5 are derived from
research into cognitive profiles of children with ASD [60, 80] concluding that individuals with
ASD prefer visual feedback [8, 34, 71, 73]. The responses to Q2-Q5 will directly impact
future systems and the extent to which individualization is needed.

Q2: Will all forms of feedback positively impact the frequency of spontaneous
speech-like vocalizations?

14

Q3: Will subjects increase the frequency of their spontaneous speech-like
vocalizations in all conditions with visual only feedback, audio only feedback
and/or mixed feedback?
Q3a: If there is a modality that approaching or is significant (Q3), is there a specific
form of that feedback in that modality that positively impacts frequency of
spontaneous speech-like vocalizations?
The quantitatively driven investigation of Q3 may hide the impact of a specific form of
feedback. If that one form of feedback fails to significantly adjust the results in Q3, it will
never be analyzed in Q3a. Therefore;

Q4: By testing feedback conditions that were qualitatively favored by subjects
(assessed during experiment and via video), will we uncover forms of
feedback that positively impact the frequency of spontaneous speech-like
vocalizations?
Q5: Is there a modality of feedback whose variations indicate (Q3, Q3a, and Q4)
the child’s frequency of spontaneous speech-like vocalization are positively
impacted.

3.3. Within-Subject Experimental Design
Our subjects demonstrated limited response to requests or instructions to perform tasks due
to the severity of their ASD. Therefore, engaging subjects in the same activity across trials and
sessions was not a viable option. We relied on the visual/auditory feedback to be sufficiently
engaging to promote spontaneous speech-like vocalizations. The feedback presented and
tested was varied across children to enable an exploration of R3 and R3a. As a result, each
15

child’s performance served as his or her own baseline for comparison. Given the number of
subjects participating and the questions generated, a within-subject design was selected. The
analyses were conducted using a baseline created by each child and comparing that baseline to
each of the computerized feedback conditions: visual, auditory or visual/auditory combined.

The within-subject experimental design [50] , an adaptation of the alternating treatments
design [10], consisted of five non-verbal children (aged 3-8 years) diagnosed with “lowfunctioning” ASD. Each child enrolled in the study first participated in one to three 30minute “orientation sessions” which acclimated the child to the study room, researchers, and
computer feedback. No data were recorded during these sessions, though initial preferences
for feedback type/style were noted.

Each child attended 6 data sessions after completing the orientation period. A data session
lasted for approximately 40 minutes and consisted of approximately 8 two-minute trials.
During a trial, a researcher exposed the subject to different forms of feedback (permutations of
audio and visual). Each trial began with an antecedent demonstration by the researcher (e.g.,
saying “boo” and pointing to screen). The subject then could engage the system in whatever
manner they chose.

16

Feedback permutations were selected based on qualitative vocalization frequency. Order of
presentation was randomized across sessions to accommodate for order effects. However, the
first trial of each session was a baseline trial with no audio or visual feedback. Although this
baseline trial provided a means of comparison for assessing changes in spontaneous speech-like
vocalizations due to visual/auditory feedback, we provided no control for order effects related
to the presentation of the baseline condition.

Figure 4. Clockwise: A) projector screen with open room
(with beanbag chair or trampoline) B) projector screen
with separated work area C) large screen computer at
desk

3.3.1. Room Setup
Due to the varying personalities and ability to attend in a chair for an extended time, a variety
of room configurations were employed. The room configuration was selected based on each
child’s preference and ability to sit in a chair, assed during the orientation sessions. Figure 4
illustrates the room configurations.
17

3.3.2. Independent Variables
Our within-subject experiment analyzed the dependent variable Spontaneous Speech-Like
Vocalization (SSLV). A more detailed explanation of dependent variable selection is
conducted in Chapter Chapter 5: A3 Coding Guidelines. The independent variables were the
various permutations of visual and auditory feedback. This facilitated contrast between the
mode of feedback (visual, auditory, and mixed) as well as the different types of feedback (12
visual and 5 auditory forms).

This chapter describes the methodology, software technology and execution of SIP. The
following chapter presents a set of guidelines to design tools for video annotation and an
instantiation of those guidelines as a software suite called VCode and VData. Through the
use of VCode and VData, researchers are able to collect large quantities of data to analyze the
quantitative impact of SIP.
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CHAPTER 4: TOOLS FOR VIDEO ANNOTATION4

Figure 5. VCode and VData Suite of Applications for Video annotation

Human behavior does not naturally lend itself to being quantifiable. Yet time and again,
researchers in disciplines ranging from psychology to ethnography to computer science, are
forced to analyze as if it was quantified. Those in human centered domains can now rely on
video annotation to provide them with measures on which to draw conclusions. Unlike
transcription, which is akin to what a court stenographer does, annotation is the marking of
movements, sounds, and other such events (with or without additional metadata such as

4

Some research, content, and text from this section is reproduced with permission from the
Association for Computing Machinery [Appendix B].
Hagedorn, J., Hailpern, J. and Karahalios, K. G. VCode and VData: Illustrating a New Framework for Supporting
the Video Annotation Workflow, Proceedings of the Working Conference on Advanced Visual Interfaces (AVI 2008)
pp. 317-321. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1385569.1385622
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that
copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first
page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee. AVI ’08 May 28-30, 2008, Naples, Italy Copyright 2008 ACM 1-978-60558-141-5 ...$5.00.
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rankings). The emergence of technology as a tool to aid in video annotation has raised the
possibility of increasing reliability, repeatability, and workflow optimizations [21].

Three notable limitations of existing video annotation tools are lack of support for the
annotation workflow, poor representation of data on a timeline, and poor interaction
techniques with video, data, and annotations. This chapter details a set of requirements to
guide the design of video annotation tools. Our model is the direct result of an analysis of
existing tools, current practices by researchers, and workflow difficulties experienced by realworld video coders. By understanding what data researchers are looking to gather, and the
shortcomings of existing techniques and technology utilized by coders, we believe that we have
created a framework for video annotation that can reach across disciplines. Our model is
demonstrated through the design and construction of our new system VCode and VData
(Figure 5); two fully functional, open-source tools which bridge the video annotation
workflow.

The primary contribution of this chapter is the set of design requirements for facilitating a
system conducive to video annotation. Specifically, we demonstrate how a system could be
designed and built to meet these requirements through a set of carefully designed interfaces
and graphical representations of data.

20

4.1. Related Video Annoation Work
4.1.1. Video Coding in Practice
The analysis of human behavior is a study that dates back hundreds of years. This has ranged
from anthropologica ethnographies [27] to psychological evaluations. As technology has
developed, the use of video and creation of annotation techniques have aided researchers by
providing a referable document that can be used as evidence to back up claims and
observations made [58, 89, 90]. These techniques involve detailed event logging on paper,
specifying feature such as durations, ratings/levels, and time-stamps [57] . To ensure a reliable
set of data from annotation, researchers perform agreement calculations between coders [16].
This agreement is utilized throughout the data gathering process (by testing some small
percentage of data segments to ensure consistency throughout), but also during training of
coders (to decide when they fully understand what events they are looking for). There are
many techniques for calculating agreement including Cohens Kappa [29, 50], Cochran’s Qtest, and Point-By-Point Agreement. Regardless, the management of data with traditional
means is considered “cumbersome” [89].

4.1.2. Video Coding Tools
Digital annotation tools have demonstrated significant benefits from simple copy/paste and
undo to increased quality of coding by the facilitation of multiple passes on video and graphical
representations [21, 84]. A timeline is commonly utilized in these tools and is familiar without
extensive training [30]. Existing research also indicates that presenting coders with secondary
or sensor data on a timeline helps them outperform coders without sensor data [21]. Increased
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accuracy, quality, and speed not only enhance the data collected, but also allow for more
annotation to be conducted in the same amount of time. In addition to the computational
benefits of digital annotation tools, they also provide a controllable mechanism for deferent
forms of reliable video playback. [84].

One critical limitation of existing tools is poor representation of data on a timeline and
utilization of screen real estate. For example, the VACA solution, while utilizing minimal
screen real-estate by condensing all annotations to one large easy to read track, presents a
problem with overlapping and simultaneous events [21]. The VisSTA solution takes the
contrary approach by showing many small vertically tiled tracks. Though this allows for a
good comparative view, reading individual annotations & holistic interpretation is difficult due
to scrolling [84]. These and other existing solutions have not successfully dealt with this
problem [2, 30, 43, 54, 76, 85, 94, 99].

Another limitation of current annotation tools is poor interaction techniques with video and
data. Though robust functionality is provided for playback, controls can be cumbersome &
overly complex, (e.g. [84]). Too many windows resulting in an over-saturation of information,
imprecise video interaction & annotation or rigid, inaccessible marking interfaces (e.g. [54, 82,
84, 85, 99]). Each of these are common stumbling blocks which could result in unreliable data.

One last limitation is lack of support for the full annotation workflow that follows researcher
from experimentation to data analysis. The larger the degree of support, the smaller the
chance of error, and the more efficient the data gathering, collection, and analysis process
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becomes. This workflow was created through discussions with coders, researchers and an
examination of the existing literature. The following are the 6 steps of the video annotation
workflow:

1) collect video
2) create segments to code
3) train coders/demonstrate reliability
4) gather data
5) perform regular checks on reliability & discuss discrepancies
6) perform data analysis.
Many tools support small portions of this workflow (i.e. simply facilitating segmentation,
annotation, or reliability [21, 94, 99]), but with each break in the process researchers can
become delayed. Without export/import data reentry is required. Technology is situated to
optimize this process. Researchers have also explored dialogue transcription [43, 93, 99],
tagging [2, 99], scene based automatic annotation [26, 82], automatic event logging [9], and
object of focus identification [17]. This chapter contrasts these other foci by demonstrating
techniques for supporting human based annotation of events that occur in video.

4.2. Interviews and Collaboration
To gain a deeper understanding of methods, analysis processes, bottlenecks, and types of data
needed for effective video annotation software, we maintained an active dialogue with
researchers (in Special Education, Speech and Hearing Sciences, and Computer Science) who
use video annotation, conducted informal 40 minute interviews with two experienced video
coders, and refined functionality through dialog with current users of VCode and VData.
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Existing tools for video annotation may address a subset of the below described requirements,
however, our system more fully satisfies all of them.

R1: Facilitate Coding Workflow: The coding workflow consists of; (1) establishing
video clips and coding guidelines, (2) intense training of coders and checks
for reliability, (3) annotation of videos, (4) weekly reliability checks on
annotated videos, (5) repeat 3 and 4 ad infinitum, (6) analyze data in
statistical packages. Tools targeting video annotation should attempt to
optimize the transition between steps in this workflow.
R2: Video, Annotations, and Coding Guidelines should be presented in a synchronized
manner: Interviewees described their coding process centering around analog
video on a TV-VCR device, annotating in a Microsoft Excel file, and
referencing lengthy code guidelines. Due to the visual separation between
annotations, source material, and video, coders had great difficulty during
reviews.
R3: Capture Appropriate Data: Researchers and existing literature indicate that
there are different types of data that are collected through the annotation
process: counting events/occurrences, determining duration of events,
assigning levels, values, or ranking to events, performing phonetic
transcription, and general commenting [54]. Effective interfaces must
provide methods for capturing these conceptually different data types while
preserving each of their unique nuances.
R4: Additional data should be displayed to coders: Effective annotation tools should
allow researchers to provide additional data to coders to aid in their
assessment of video; for example, a volume histogram of the current video,
sensor/log data collected in tandem to the video capture, or annotations
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made automatically or from another source. Displaying additional datapoints
has shown to increase the accuracy of coded events [21]. Further, annotation
software should facilitate the management of multiple video streams to get
the most accurate ”view” on the session, and thus produce the most accurate
data [84].
R5: Allow multiple forms of playback: Researchers mentioned that continuous
playback is not always the preferred method of analyzing a video. Often
multiple modes of playback are utilized; continuous or standard playback,
continuous interval playback (play for N seconds, then stop), and skip
interval playback (jump N seconds, then stop). This allows the video to be
divided in to smaller segments for annotation of events that are more difficult
to pinpoint (i.e. when a smile starts or ends) [84]. Though conceptually
simple, manipulations of video using a standard VCR was described as
“annoying” and “a mess” due to hand eye coordination and repeatability
issues.
R6: Agreement calculations should be easy and manipulatable: Regardless of
agreement technique used, researcher expressed a frustration in attempts to
calculate inter-observer reliability. Specifically, existing solutions were
limited to importing data into a statistical software package for calculation or
calculating them by hand. Video annotation tools should provide quick &
easy reliability calculations for individual variables, as well as overall.
R7: Provide functionality for visual, graphical and contextual review of annotations: In
interviews, coders lamented the process of ensuring reliability on a weekly
basis; as it consisted of searching through printouts of a spreadsheet for
discrepancies. Specifically, by lacking context in this spreadsheet coders
found it difficult to recognize what a given coding mark referred to due to the
lack of synchronization with video. By providing a visual, graphical way to
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review annotations (in the context of the video) coders would be better able
to justify the decisions, determine the correct solution, and save time
identifying the errors.

4.3. VCode and VData
VCode and VData are a suite of applications which create a set of effective interfaces for the
coding workflow following the above design requirements. Our system has three main
components: VCode (annotation), VCode Admin Window (configuration) and VData
(examination of data, coder agree ment and training). The interaction with VCode and VData
is demonstrated in Figure 6 - Figure 11 in which two coders are marking a video of a child in
an experiment, and checking the agreement between their annotations. The reader should
note our solution is only one possible implementation of the design requirements, and that
these requirements could be applied to improving existing video annotation software.

Figure 6. Two Coders and Researcher reviewing a coding session
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Figure 7. The VCode application graphically represents the behaviors being coded as marks on a timeline. It
is easy to see correlation between the marks on the timeline and sensor data displayed below.

4.3.1. VCode
The VCode application (Figure 7) is designed to provide researchers with an effective way to
obtain reliable data from an observational research video. By allowing researchers to present
multiple video streams in addition to other sensor data (e.g. log data, annotations from other
software, or signals recorded by a computer/monitoring device) the coder can make the best
annotation decision possible.

Video: To facilitate multiple video streams VCode presents one main video at full size, and a
dock with other streams playing in real time. When a docked stream is clicked on, it
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Figure 8. The VCode timeline. Each event is marked as a diamond, with the corresponding hot-key being
represented on the mark for easy identification. A time stamp runs along the top of the timeline, with a
play head represented vertically.

repositions itself into the main video window, while the video which was the previous focus,
scales down to the dock, thus equating visual importance with relative size and visual weight.

Variable List: To provide coders with a persistent list/understanding of their task and
objective, VCode presents them with a list of each variable they need to annotate. This list
(presented along the right hand side of the VCode window) displays each variable’s name, a
unique color associated with that variable, a keyboard hot key for placing marks, as well as UI
buttons to facilitate mark placement.

Events: When annotating a video, two different classes of coding events emerge: ranged and
momentary. A ranged event is one that extends over a period of time (marking action start and
duration). Momentary marks have no duration, and thus represent one specific moment in
time. Each mark appears with it’s associated color and it’s keyboard hot-key letter (see Figure
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8). These color and hot key based identifiers make it easy for coders to quickly assess which
events represent which variable.

Comments can be attached to any mark, allowing additional observations, levels/ranking, or
phonetic transcription (through onscreen phonetic keyboard). Any mark with a comment has
a inverted outlines to signify that it has a comment attached. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show a
ranged event representing the length of time which a child is making a sound, with additional
momentary marks at the start noting other features of the child’s state of being).

Timeline: The timeline is the heart of VCode. It is modeled after the moving timeline one
might find in a video editing application (e.g. iMovie, Final Cut Pro, etc.). Events, graphically
represented by diamonds, appear in a spatial linear fashion to sync with the video. Once an
event has been placed on the timeline, dragging, clicking, and double-clicking can graphically
manipulate the mark. The standard solution for dealing with large numbers of tracks or
variables is to provide a vertical scroll bar or overlay tracks. Rather than limiting the amount of
information on screen by scrolling, tracks representing momentary events are “stacked,” such
that they vertically overlap. This optimizes usage of the screen while still providing enough
area for track isolation and selection, even under dense data conditions.

Ranged event tracks are unable to benifit from this stacking optimization because of the more
complicated interaction for manipulation and thus are vertically tiled. Researchers can present
video volume, sensor data, software log data (from Eclipse or Photoshop for example), and
even other annotations to the coders. This additional information is presented graphically to
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Figure 9. The code is specified in the Administration Window along with the diﬀerent video angles,
screen capture, and log data.

the users by bar, line, or scatter plot. This secondary data can allow coders to annotate data
captured by other sources than the video streams, as well as provide additional context to their
code. For example, should a coder be instructed to mark when a certain noise occurs, he can
line the mark up with an audio peek, rather than estimate it and be concerned with reaction
time.

Interaction: Annotations can be inserted into the timeline via UI buttons or keyboard hot
keys. In order to increase association between hot-key and timeline, timeline marks have the
letter of their hot-key on them. To optimize the typically complex transport controls we
isolated the key activities that coders need execute and provided controls limited to play/pause
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buttons, coarse and fine grained playhead positioning, and step controls. The three modes of
playback outlined in R5 are available.

4.3.2. VCode Administration Window
To ensure consistent configuration between coders and sessions, all administrative features are
consolidated in a single window. The expected workflow is such that a researcher would setup
a single coding document with all the variables to be used on all the videos. This template
would then be duplicated (with media and log files inserted for each trial). The main task the
Administration Window (Figure 9) is to facilitate is the creation of tracks, used to code data.
Researchers can add, remove, and reorder tracks that appear in a list format. The name, color
and hot key of each tack can be set through this list presentation. Tracks can be enabled as
ranged events through a check box in this interface. The Administration Window is also
where a researcher specifies videos and data file to be coded, as well as secondary data for
contextual annotation. These elements are specified and synchronized through a drag and
drop interface, all of which is hidden from the coder to prevent configuration corruption.

4.3.3. VData
Critical aspects of the video coding workflow (training, reliability, and accuracy) revolve
around demonstrating agreement between coders. VData (Figure 10) is a separate executable
application specifically targeted to aid researchers in training and agreement analysis of coded
data produced in VCode.
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Figure 10. Later, analysis is performed on independent codings of the same video.

Multi Coder Analysis: By loading two VCode files into VData, tracks are automatically
loaded into the main data table that presents all the raw data (opportunities, agreements) and
percentage agreement for point-by-point agreements calculation. For each event (momentary
or ranged) an opportunity is said to occur when the primary coder makes a mark. If the
secondary coder also makes a mark within a specified short interval, the marks are said to
agree. A percentage is calculated from agreements/opportunities for easy interpretation. A tolerance
variable is also present to (1) accommodate for variability in the mark placement by the coders,
and (2) recognition that there is no quantization of marks beyond the granularity of the
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millisecond timescale, a property of the system. VData also provides agreement for ranged
events and annotations in a similar fashion.

In addition to point-by-point agreement calculations, VData also supports Kappa
Calculations by switching tabs. Much like point-by-point agreement, all of the raw data
needed to perform a Kappa calculation is presented in the application. Kappa calculations is
based upon the notion that within a given time span (the video duration), there are a discrete
segments called opportunities. By opportunity we mean, that in a certain period, an
observation can be made (aka something DID or DID NOT occur). When calculated,
Kappa takes into account the probability that two coders made a mark at the same location by
chance. The presence of a annotation in VCode, means an event occurred. The absence of a
mark means it did NOT occur. Kappa examines the number of agreements between two
coders for events occurring and not occurring. As a result, this form of agreement calculation
only applies to those tracks that were annotated using interval playback mode.

It is not uncommon for multiple tracks or variables to by measuring slight variations on a
theme (e.g. smiling vs. large smile vs. grin ), thus VData implements a track-merging feature
which allows opportunities on two distinct tracks to be treated indistinguishably. The
resulting hybrid track can be used to see all the same raw data in addition to the percentage
agreement. This new track can be treated as any of the original tracks from the VCode files.
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Figure 11. A track with low agreement can be reconciled by viewing the results of two coders side-byside in VCode, thanks to the capabilities of the VData analysis tool.

For a holistic view, researchers can select tracks to be added into a total agreement calculation.
In other words, if analysis determines that a single track is not reliable or it is determined that
a given track will not be used in the future, it can be easily excluded from the total agreement
calculation.

Conflict Resolution & Exporting: We have optimized coder training and reliability analysis
by providing a graphical mechanism to directly compare annotations of two coders. VData can
create a VCode session containing specific tracks of two individual coders for side-by-side
comparison (Figure 11). Both coder’s marks appear side-by-side along side the source video,
both with similar colors (e.g. light green, and dark green). The visual, side-by-side,
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representation of the data makes it easy to recognize systematic errors in context and detect
diﬀerences between two coders markings. This reduces the time necessary to locate
discrepancies and discuss the reasons why they might have occurred. It is necessary to keep
records of these agreement analyses performed with VData by text export. Maintaining export
at each stage of the process provides additional transparency and maintains traceability of
results that come out of the system.

4.3.4. Implementation
VCode and VData were implemented in Objective-C using the Cocoa Framework for Mac
OS X 10.5. VCode supports all video formats and codecs supported by QuickTime to enable
wide compatibility with available video files.

4.4. Meeting the Requirements
To ensure Video, Annotations, and Coding Guidelines are presented in a synchronized
manner, VCode provides a unified interface containing the target video, a timeline with
graphically represented annotations (ranged event, momentary event, or comment depending
on data metaphor) (R3), additional tracks of signal data (to increase accuracy) (R4), and a list
of coding guidelines (R2) which place marks and stand as a visual reminder. Three forms of
video playback (continuous/standard, interval playback, skip interval playback) are available
via check boxes on the main VCode window to allow easily switching between modes of
playback (R5). VData provides a dynamic interface for real time calculation of multiple
agreement values to facilitate easy and dynamic agreement calculations (R6). Through the
transparent calculation process, researchers can see both the raw data, and the percentages side
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by side for easy judgments about the reliability of data collected. Upon request a visual,
graphical and contextual review of annotations for both agreement review and training is
supported (R7).

Finally, the Coding Workflow (R1) is encouraged through VCode’s template model in
conjunction with the separate VCode Adminstration Window for easy set up and
configuration. Training, data collection, and inter-coder agreement are enabled through a tight
collaboration between annotation environment and agreement analysis. By consistently
providing data export, researchers can be assured that any information annotated by coders
can be easily extracted and exported into the statistical analysis tool of their choice.

4.5. Initial Reaction
To evaluate our system in a cursory fashion, we conducted an informal series of interviews
with several coders that used our system during the course of an independent study. Analysis
using VData showed inter-observer agreement was good and provided valuable coded data for
the study. In general, comments from the coders were positive, especially when comparing the
VCode system to non-computerized methods. One coder wrote: “The software was easy to use
in general, and cut down on coding time.” Several features of VCode stood out in their
comments; color coding of tracks provided direct linkage between events on the timeline and
the description panel, the correlation between files was clear to see during review, sensor data
helped anticipate events and accurately code them. It was also noted that the sensor data
provided reassurance that what they had noticed in the video was actually correct.
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In addition to these positive marks we uncovered several shortcomings of the interface. The
seemingly low-resolution bar-graph of volume data left coders unsure where precisely to make
their mark. Because the elements of this graph are relatively wide, it appears especially coarse
in comparison with the precision with which one may place a mark on the timeline. A
spectrogram was suggested as an alternate visualization of the audio data that could help
understand sound and video.

From a quantitative standpoint, the time required to annotate video for SIP drastically
improved over the course of the experiment. At the beginning of their coding experience,
coders took roughly 40 minutes per 1 minute of video footage (to annotate all variables listed
in Chapter 5: A3 Coding Guidelines). By the end of the coding period, coder’s time was
reduced to about 20 min per 1 minute of footage. Coders attributed this improvement to the
ease of use of the annotation system.

Overall, results from these interviews and raw speed improvements, are very encouraging and
suggest a more formal study to determine if performance improves in the same way that coders
stated that they felt as the tool lowered the amount of time necessary for coding.

4.6. Other Applications
The VCode framework has additional applications outside of the HCI and Behavioral Science
research communities. In many clinical settings (e.g. speech pathology), practioners record
their sessions with a subject, and post-hock analysis of the video to assess subject’s progress.
Many of the same features provided in VCode can facilitate analysis of clinical sessions,
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providing therapists with a quick, reviewable and accurate tool for documenting progress and
behavior. Further, the ability to export data allows clinicians to graph progress made, and be
able to show the client (or guardian) the beneficial effects of treatment.

4.7. Summary and Future Improvements
Video annotation tools can be valuable to researchers by enhancing the annotation process
through increased reliability, repeatability, and workflow optimizations. However, many
existing solutions do not fully address all the needs of researchers and coders; eﬀective
representation of data on a timeline, eﬃcient and robust interaction techniques with video and
data, and support for the full video annotation workflow. Our research has provided many
contributions in addressing these weak points.

We create a set of design requirements based on existing literature and annotation techniques,
interviews with experienced coders, and discussions with researchers in multiple disciplines.
Based on these investigations, we implemented a system, VCode and VData, that largely
satisfies the requirements we outlined. These systems were then used in SIP, and coders were
interviewed concurrent with and after using the software, and their reactions were solicited.
Our model demonstrates how video annotation software, for many disciplines, can be
enhanced to meet the needs of both researchers and coders.

As of the date of this thesis, 9356 downloads of the VCode software package from multiple
universities and countries around the world. Of note, the VCode package has been used at
Departments of Computer Science, Human Computer Interaction, Psychology, Cognitive
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Science, Neuroscience, Education, Information Systems Engineering, Design Research, and
Library & Information Science.

From the reaction of the coders, as well as our own assessment of VCode and VData, we have
many directions of possible future work. One avenue is creating a database or networked
system in order to facilitate remote access to content, and management of coding objects and
assignments for individual coders. It is foreseeable that the system could be extended to a tool
to prepare coding files; assist in dividing up raw footage, syncing data to video enmasse, and
other automation hooks. This could leverage some of the other existing work in automatic
video segmentation. Lastly, we hope to address some of the concerns of our coders, including
creating a richer set of data visualizations.

With such a tool sets available to researchers, more complex sets of variables are available to
research to code. The follow chapter details the development of a new coding system that
leverages many of the features of VCode and VData. This new coding guide allows
researchers to assess the impact of computer based feedback systems, on nonverbal subjects
through behavioral analysis.
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CHAPTER 5: A3 CODING GUIDELINES5
Work conducted in HCI to date has explored diagnosis [52], play [70, 78], audio perception
[91], and interpersonal skills for high functioning children with ASD [102]. Although this
work is greatly beneficial, the potential of technology to facilitate vocal development in lowerfunctioning children with ASD has received little attention. As a result, there is little work in
the HCI domain that provides a model for how to quantitatively assess the impact of an
intervention to encourage speech with low-functioning children with ASD using HCI. It is
essential, that whenever assessing a novel design approach, to have tools and methodologies (in
the case of this research, in particular, and for assistive technologies, in general) to document
that design and those techniques, so that the value of the novel approach can be evaluated and
compared to the state of the art.

We propose A3 (pronounced A-Cubed) or Annotation for ASD Analysis to quantitatively
assess a set of dependent variables identified through the digital video annotation process.
Through the application of A3 in this research context, we demonstrate the inter-rater
reliability of the annotations, as well as directions for its improvement. Because we are

5
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required to rely entirely on subject behavior, rather than on feedback provided by subjects (due
to the nature of ASD), the creation of such an assessment tool as A3 is critical for evaluation of
technology used by the ASD community. The contribution of this chapter is in the
demonstration of a new coding system grounded in theory from multiple domains and
demonstration of its reliability when applied in the context of SIP, an experimental study.

5.1. Related Work
Analysis of human behavior can be traced back hundreds of years [27] from anthropologists
examining the behavior of societies to psychologists who explored man’s individual and social
behavior. More recently, those using technology (Human Factors, Computer Science,
CSCW) have also looked at human behavior. As technology advanced, new techniques for
notation of behavior have emerged. With the advent of video, these forms of analysis became
linked to replay-able clips, allowing annotations on specific actions to be made. These links to
re-watchable video allowed researchers to quickly refer back to the actual events, rather than
rely exclusively on notes and memory [58, 89, 90]. As this technology has evolved, varying
guidelines and dependent variables have emerged to help shape research in different
communities.

Those in the behavioral sciences have spent decades analyzing video and constructing coding
schemes to allow investigators to better understand the impact of traditional therapeutic
interventions. Some of these investigators analyze aspects of speech an/or sound production
[56, 77, 104, 106] , interaction (with and without physical presence) [12, 104], diagnosis via
observation [63] and communication skill acquisition [83, 96]. Each of these domains of work
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relies on coding guides targeting aspects of behavior under naturalistic or analogue conditions.
Such studies, which rely heavily on reliable coding, have not focused their publications on the
coding methodology.

There is an interesting parallel between the subjects in Infant Research and those diagnosed as
low functioning ASD in that both populations are non-verbal. In many respects, they present
similar levels of communicative skills. Although our work has a different purpose and is in a
different context, it shares many of the same critical aspects of behavior analysis with Infant
Research [39, 66, 95].

Computer Scientists, particularly in HCI, have developed a broad set of coding guidelines for
a large array of tasks [100, 105]. However, few of these focus on the evaluation of subjects who
are non-communicative. Even fewer address those with ASD. There exist guidelines that have
dealt with higher functioning subjects [24, 102] and most, gathered data through subjective
(qualitative) observation [51, 70, 78].

Although the literature in these disciplines is comprehensive and examples of coding
guidelines are robust, there currently does not exist an established quantitative coding system
that addresses low-functioning children with ASD and interventions using computer systems
that provide auditory and/or visual feedback. This chapter addresses this gap by detailing the
construction of A3 and the reliability of the variables in an experimental research setting.
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5.2. A3: Refinement Methodology
SIP was designed to examine children’s responses to computerized feedback, in terms of their
engagement, attention, and vocal behaviors. Although the primary mode of data collection was
through video annotation, the precise definition and selection of dependent variables evolved
over the course of the study. Variables were initially identified by analyzing relevant target
behaviors in related disciplines (Speech and Hearing Science, Special Education, Psychology
and Computer Science), by observations of investigators present during sessions, and by an
examination of a small, random, subset of video from the sessions. VCode and VData were
utilized for both data collection, and agreement calculations.

5.2.1. Process of Refinement
Although the initial set of coding guidelines was created during the experimental process, the
final set presented in Appendix A and Section 5.3 were created through an extensive iterative
design cycle. Starting mid-October 2007, researchers met weekly for seven weeks with two
coders. During these meetings, trials from sessions were randomly selected and annotated
collectively to further refine the definition of each dependent variable.

Following this initial phase of refinement, the same two coders were asked to annotate video
from the same five random trials, once a week. Video was reviewed by researchers and coders
for agreement each week, and further refinement of coding definitions ensued. In midDecember 2007, two new coders were introduced, trained, and eventually replaced the original
pair. Although this shift was originally made due to personnel availability, adding new “eyes
and ears” to the annotation process ensured that any assumptions about variable definitions
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made by the first pair of coders were revealed and explicitly noted in the guidelines through
several weeks of training/guideline-refinement. All coders were students in the Speech and
Hearing Science Department; the first pair were seniors, while the second pair were graduates
of the undergraduate program (one was pursuing a masters in Speech and Hearing Science).
All video coders had class experience in phonetic transcription and three of the four had
worked as coders on relevant research projects.

The refinement period was concluded when an 85% agreement criterion was met across all
variables on one trial. Though 80% is ‘generally’ considered to be an acceptable rule of thumb
[50], we wanted to ensure that agreement was above ‘standard’. Agreement for this research
was determined by point-by-point agreement, an accepted measure for video annotation in the
Behavioral Science [50]. A conservative tolerance of one second was set in VData for all
variables (two events were said to agree if the secondary coder’s mark was within 0.5 seconds
on either side of the primary coder’s mark).

5.3. A3 Variable Description
The following section is a detailed description of the dependent variables examined in the A3
coding guideline. These descriptions focus on the rationale for each variable and the major
choices made when constructing the variable definitions. The actual guide (with the specific
topographical or physical features) used is presented in Appendix A. Our annotation process
was divided into four passes, each of which asked coders to focus on a specific category of
dependent variables while they watched a video in its entirety. Since many of the different
variables required different view modes, this pass breakdown not only aided the examination
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of the data, but also was optimal for the annotation process. In general, we can divide our
dependent variables into those that were based on gross motor behavior and vocal behavior of
the subject.

5.3.1. Motor Behavior Variables
With the exception of the metric Time In Chair (Section 5.3.1.5), which was gathered with
standard playback, all these metrics were gathered with the Continuous Interval Playback
Mode set to three seconds.

5.3.1.1. Smiling
The variable, Smiling, was chosen because it is typically associated with pleasure or enjoyment
(e.g. [31] ). Although the source of the smile could not always be determined, we hypothesized
that we would see a higher rate of smiles during trials the subject enjoyed.

5.3.1.2. No Face
The No Face variable was used to identify three-second intervals when the child’s face could
not be seen, and no coding determination could be made as to whether or not a smile occurred.
This variable was identified because of a concern that surfaced during the coding process;
Coders found that when they summarized the data, they had difficulty discerning intervals
when no smiles had occurred from those they were unable to code. Although its accuracy is
reported, this variable was not directly used in the analysis. Rather its agreement was useful for
demonstrating that coders were “on the same page,” and allowed agreement calculations for
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Smiling, which is dependent upon being able to see the face. (The absence of both Smiling and
No Face marks are an indication that the child was not smiling).

5.3.1.3. Oriented at Screen
In order to assess visual attention to content, we created an “orientation arc” for the evaluation
of child gaze; see [12, 31] for others who developed this procedure. If gaze was directed within
this arc, the subject was considered to be oriented at screen. The arc’s width (~90°) was used
to accommodate the behavior in which children with autism will use their peripheral vision as
primary visual input [41]. See Appendix A for illustration of the orientation arc.

5.3.1.4. Auditory Focus
Much like Oriented to Screen, the Auditory Focus variable was used to assess auditory
attention. Unlike visual attention, which has a more observable physical indicator, auditory
attention must be observed indirectly. As a result, Auditory Focus was observed via proximity
to and physical interaction with the speaker or orientation to the screen/speaker after a new
sound was made [28, 69] .

5.3.1.5. Time in Chair
To asses the willingness to attend to computer stimuli, we coded the duration a child would
spend in his/her chair [65, 92]. We hypothesized that increased time sitting was a proxy for
engagement.
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5.3.2. Verbal Variables
Verbal metrics were collected to examine vocalizations during the experimental and control
conditions. Coding of vocalizations was facilitated through use of a decision tree, which is
incorporated in the full coding guide (Appendix A). With the exception of Turn Taking
(Section 5.3.2.7), the following sub-sections are at decision points in the tree rather than one
for each variable. These variables were assessed with VCode’s Continuous Playback Mode.

5.3.2.1. Child’s Sound (Speech vs. Non-Speech)
The most basic question coders must address is whether or not a sound is considered “speechlike.” Specifically, we define a speech like sound as one that could be phonetically transcribed.
This decision point attempts to screen sounds that have the potential to lead to conventional
speech and those that may be related to ticks, breathing, self-stimulatory behavior or other
forms of expression that are not used in speech production (laughing, screaming, etc) [106].

5.3.2.2. Non-Speech Sounds (Laugher vs. other)
Though the range of non-speech sounds is large, we asked coders to distinguish Laughter as
another means to examine children’s pleasure and engagement during the activity [33] . In
addition, we wanted to differentiate Laughter from vocal self-stimulatory behaviors.
Compared to other children with developmental delays, those with ASD tend to produce
more non-speech sounds [96]. By annotating non-speech sounds, we also hoped to examine
the impact of the external stimuli on their non-speech vocalization.
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5.3.2.3. Speech-Like Sounds (Imitative vs. Spontaneous)
A critical distinction made in studying the communicative behavior of children with special
needs is between sound production that is imitative (repeating a sound previously heard) or
spontaneous (without explicit model) [37]. Using this distinction, we hope to explore the
types of speech-like sounds produced, and whether there is a direct relationship between what
is prompted (human or computer) and what is said.

5.3.2.4. Imitative Sounds (Immediate vs Differed)
To explore the imitative sounds produced by subjects, we divided them into those which occur
immediately after the source (within five seconds) and those that occur after a more prolonged
time [83]. This distinction is particularly relevant for children with autism due to echolalic
tendencies [86]. Theory suggests that words/sounds in delayed imitation are stored outside of
the subjects short-term or working memory.

5.3.2.5. Spontaneous Sounds (Orientation to Screen)
While imitative sounds are, by definition, based on audio stimuli, we wanted to delve deeper
into spontaneous sounds, and their relationship to screen orientation. Eye gaze is indicative of
engagement and when paired with vocalization, is a key communicative development (e.g [12,
104]). For each spontaneous sound produced, we explored whether that sound was made
while oriented to the screen. This allows us to examine the direct relationship between
spontaneous sound production and orientation.
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5.3.2.6. Spontaneous Sounds (Immediate vs. Delayed)
Much like imitative sounds, we wanted to understand if there was any correlation between
spontaneous sound production and auditory stimuli. To explore this relationship, we asked
coders to mark spontaneous sounds that were made within five seconds (immediate) of a
source sound, and those made after a longer period of time (delayed).

5.3.2.7. Turn Taking
An important skill in oral communication is that of turn taking, or waiting for others to finish
[77, 104]. With all speech-like sounds, we asked coders to determine if the subject waited for
the source (be it a researcher or computer generated sound) to “finish” their sound production.
In other words, did the child wait for his/her turn to talk (or not interrupt).

5.3.3. Other Metrics
There were two other metrics collected not expressly discussed in Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2;
BIGmack Switch and Non-Child Audio.

5.3.3.1. BIGmack Switch
The BIGmack™ Switch [1] is an assistive technology device used to play a pre-recorded
message for individuals with speech disability [87]. With one subject, who was suspected to
have limited motor control of his vocalizations, this device was used to simplify the task of
producing speech.
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5.3.3.2. Non-Child Audio
These data points served two express purposes. Primarily, they were collected to help clean
data logged on the computer by marking sounds (other than those made by the child) in the
video that interfered with automatic data gathering. A second purpose was to familiarize
coders with the video they were about to watch without forcing them to annotate a very
complex variable. Because Non-Child Audio was coded as a first pass, by itself, coders were
forced to watch the entire video once, before examining more specific details.

5.4. Resulting Agreement
Overall agreement between coders was good (88%). By the last video, coders spent
approximately 20 minutes per one minute of video footage annotating, a significant decrease
Variable

% Agreement

Non child audio
Duration: Non child audio
Smiling
No face
Oriented at screen
Auditory focus
Laugh
Duration: Laugh
Non speech vocalization
Speech like vocalization Sounds
Duration: Speech like vocalization
Turn taking
Immediate + Screen + Spontaneous
Delayed + Screen + Spontaneous
Immediate + Spontaneous
Delayed + Spontaneous
Differed imitation
Immediate imitation
Time in chair
Duration: Time in chair
BIGMack Switch

75.96
82.39
90.71
86.01
98.09
87.37
63.89
91.30
83.86
90.50
92.84
81.60
79.30
79.45
78.31
84.62
None Recorded
85.71
88.64
82.05
87.50

Table 1. Point-by Point Percent Agreement
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from the initial 40 minutes per one minute of video footage. One trial from each of the six
sessions was randomly selected for agreement checks, totaling six agreement points per child.
This represents approximately 11% of the 268 trials from the five subjects. Not all trials were
equal in length, nor did all variables occur equally in all sessions. As a result, we examined the
agreement values across all randomly sampled sessions. Percent agreements are presented in
Table 1. An agreement was defined using a conservative tolerance of one second.

As stated earlier, the point-by-point agreement method was used to calculate our inter-rater
Variable

Kappa

Auditory Focus
Oriented @ Scrn
No-Face
Smiles vs No Smiles

0.636
0.84
0.769
0.63

Table 2. Kappa Statistic for variables coded using interval
playback (set to 3 seconds)

agreement value. Because most variables were annotated on an ‘infinite’ timeline (i.e., they
could occur an infinite number of times, at an infinite number of locations), we were not
concerned about chance agreement. As a result, Kappa [50] calculations do not apply, nor do
they make sense when annotating in this way. The statistical Kappa calculation is designed to
take into account agreements that occur by chance when calculating inter-rater agreement.

However, for the variables collected using the Continuous Interval Playback (set to 3 seconds)
mode, we did calculate a Kappa. A probability of agreement due to chance could be calculated
because there was a discrete and finite set of “observation points” (the video was divided into
three second intervals and the variables measured in this way were subject to agreement by
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chance). The Kappa statistics are presented in Table 2. For Smiling and No Face calculations,
we used a 2-tier evaluation metric similar to that used by Reid et al [88]. The first Kappa
accounts for the level of observer agreement on whether they could make a judgment about a
subject’s smiles (could they see the subject’s face -- No Face). We then eliminated all of the
intervals in which either coder marked No Face implying that they could not assess whether
the subject was or was not smiling because the assessment of agreement on Smiling depended
on both observers being able to see the subject’s face. The remaining intervals, those in which
both observers coded the subject as either smiling or not, were examined for agreement. The
coding of smiles depended on both observers agreeing that they could see the subject’s face.

5.4.1. General Agreement & Accuracy
When taking all of the dependent variables together, the overall inter-rater agreement (IRA)
was 88%. Upon closer examination, we determined that 11 of the 21 measured variables had
IRA that exceeded 85%, 15 had IRA that exceeded 80%, and 20 exceeding 75%. A further
exploration of variables with less than 80% agreement is provided in the following section
(5.5.1).

The Kappa statistics calculated from the data suggest a high level of agreement. Kappas ranged
from 0.63 (Good) to 0.84 (Very Good). Our interpretation of agreement follows from that of
Altman and Byrt [5, 22].

To observe how agreement would change with an increase in the timing tolerance, we
increased it from 1.0 second to 5.0 seconds at 0.1 second intervals. Surprisingly, the number of
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matched points changed only when the tolerance was increased up to 1.5 seconds (observers’
marks were said to agree if the secondary mark was within 0.75 seconds on either side of the
primary coder’s mark). Of the few variables whose reliability increased, the change resulted in
a gain of at most 0.5%. This suggests that the coders were likely accurate in the placement of
their marks. Moreover, we can surmise that if there were a lack of agreement in the data, it was
likely due to a disagreement of what was coded and not due to ambiguity that an event had
occurred.

5.5. Discussion
A short set of questions was posed to our coders, in addition to face-to-face discussions, in an
attempt to elicit aspects of the coding guidelines that were difficult or that they believed to be
overly subjective. Their feedback, in addition to our observations, are discussed below in
relation to the agreement results. We also discuss the impact of the A3 system on the
outcomes of the original study for which it was the system of measurement.

5.5.1. Difficulties in Agreement
Three distinct groups/variables emerged for which 80% agreement was not reached: Laughter,
Non-Child Audio and Spontaneous Speech Like Vocalization Variables. We discuss these
areas, coder’s feedback, and their implications for the A3 system.

5.5.1.1. Laughter
The Laughter variable had the lowest agreement values (63.89%) of all the dependent variables
collected. However, upon further inspection, we noticed that it also had a low frequency of
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occurrence. It is well known in research that employs observational annotation that the lowest
levels of agreement are achieved for low rate behavior [18].

Variable

Agreement

Immediate Spontaneous
Delayed Spontaneous
All Spontaneous

83.2%
80.6%
84.6%

Table 3. Combined data from the four spontaneous speech
like vocalization variables

Coders also mentioned difficulty in distinguishing Laughter from Speech-Like Vocalizations
and Non-Speech Vocalizations. Often, coders found that vocalizations may have been
laughter-like but matching positive affect display with the vocalization was difficult to
pinpoint. Perhaps this difficulty is exacerbated by the differences in affective expression that
characterizes ASD [104].

5.5.1.2. Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalizations
The sub-divisions within Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalizations also resulted in low
agreement between coders (78.31% to 84.62% with a mean of 80.42%). To explore the effect
of sub-division on reliability, we combined data across variables (Table 3). To combine two
variables, we treated all marks for both variables the same, and re-calculated agreement. This
analysis can suggest at what level of granularity (distinction between variations of a variable)
these variables can be reliably coded. As we combined, we noticed an improvement in
agreement reaching 80% once we eliminated the distinction between sounds made while
looking at the screen, versus those made without. It appears that such small distinctions
between sounds made while looking at the screen and those when looking away may have been
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too fine-grained a distinction to accurately code. For data analysis, we intend to only
differentiate Immediate and Delayed Spontaneous Speech.

Upon further examination of the Spontaneous Speech-Like data, we discovered the potential
for double-counting disagreements. Every Speech-Like Vocalization was coded as either
Spontaneous or Imitative. However, every disagreement in Speech-Like Vocalization is a
guaranteed disagreement for the Spontaneous/Imitative distinction. Thus, our lower
agreement values may have been a direct result of “double counting.”

5.5.1.3. Non-Child Audio
The second variable that had less than 80% agreement was Non-Child Audio. This variable,
defined as any sound not produced by the child, appeared to cause difficulties due to the
quality of the audio recording. Some coders were better able to hear “quieter” sounds and,
thus, would mark them. As a result, there was a discrepancy between the coders. We propose
an audio “threshold” be set to differentiate between sounds to code and sounds not to code.
This differentiation could be visualized in VCode for ease of the coders. In the end, however,
Non-Child Audio was not used in the study.

5.5.2. Other Feedback & Observations
The majority of the time annotating was spent determining if Speech-Like Sounds were
Imitative or Spontaneous. Although coders mentioned that they found this differentiation
frustrating, they also found no way to improve the variable definitions to increase accuracy or
speed. We believe that this frustration stemmed from audio quality. Poor audio, in
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conjunction with a population that generally has poor articulation, may have resulted in
difficulty differentiating specific sounds. Similarly, at the start of this research, we had hoped
to transcribe phonetically the sounds made by the children to examine their phonetic
repertoires. However, we also discovered that audio quality was crucial for this form of
transcription. We eliminated coding of the phonetic repertoire, although we hope to
reintroduce it in the future in conjunction with better audio recording techniques.

In discussion, coders mentioned some confusion over the No Face variable, specifically in the
boundary condition when the child has part of his or her face covered. Feedback from coders
included specific requests for a more explicit definition of the features that must be seen to
justify annotating No-Face. For future experiments, we propose specifying features of the face
(e.g., lips, cheeks) necessary to determine whether or not a child is smiling.

One other point of improvement suggested by the coders was the definition of Smiling.
Coders asked that future guides specify the exact facial features that did or did not constitute a
smile.

5.6. Forms of Use
Though validation of A3 came in the context of coding all variables for video of children with
ASD interacting with technology, we strongly believe that the application of A3 goes well
beyond this particular situation.
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5.6.1. Research External to ASD
Because this guideline focuses on non-verbal subjects interacting with technology, we believe
that A3 can be applied to other areas of HCI research that target non-verbal subjects. This can
include infants, subjects with Apraxia, or other vocal impairments. Because our system also
covers focus on computer feedback and categories of vocalizations, A3 could also be used in
situations where subjects use speech devices (e.g. [6]).

5.6.2. Use of the A3 Guidelines
Though A3 does not cover every possible dependent variable for video analysis, it does provide
a robust library of features to annotate. However, not all features may be applicable, or worth
analyzing for every experiment. As a result, A3 can be used as a source for dependent variable
selection. Researchers can select the most applicable set and definition of variables from the
guideline, and use that sub set in their own research.

Further, variables do not simply need to be used by occurrence count. Frequency of
occurrence (count/video duration) and ratio analysis (variable A: variable B) allows for a more
robust set of methods for behavior analysis. We believe that the strength of A3 is it’s flexibility
to allow researchers to examine their own research in the most applicable way, using a set of
demonsratably codable dependent variables.

5.7. Summary
ASD-related tools create new challenges to software developers, due to the different subject
demographic compared to existing techniques from other forms of assistive technology.
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Because no such coding scheme exists for ASD-related tools, it is incumbent on us to faithfully
describe our scheme and its relationship to other available tools, and to provide data to
support its reliability in the field. We proposed a new set of dependent variables to be assessed
through the video annotation process called A3 (Annotation for ASD Analysis). This set has
been tested in a research context and the data collected have produced meaningful results
about the behavior of low-functioning children with ASD and their interaction with audio and
visual feedback systems. The chapter demonstrated A3’s reliability, and discussed
shortcomings and areas of improvement for the coding guides.

With this set of dependent variables, we have operationalized the coding process through
detailed descriptions of the dependent variables and use of the VCode and VData system. As
a result, time for annotation has been reduced to 20 minutes per 1 minute of footage, while
still maintaining adequate reliability. The research and development of VCode, VData and
A3, allow us to assess the interaction of our subjects and SIP. The analysis of this data is
described in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 6: DATA ANALYSIS6
Over a six-month period, 1200 minutes of video were annotated with all variables in the A3
guidelines. However, we focused our analysis on Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalizations
(SSLV), one of the dependent variables from A3. There is clear and important distinction
between those vocalizations that are spontaneous and those that are imitative. This is critical
when assessing children with special needs [37].

Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalizations (SSLV)– sounds
produced by the subject that could be phonetically transcribed
(sounds that could be useful in oral communications) and are
not being imitated.
Unlike imitated vocalizations (echolalia), SSLVs are more indicative of vocalizations that may
be used for meaningful speech because they rely on longer-term storage and retrieval of
linguistic information.

6.1. Dependent and Independent Variables
Our within-subject experiment analyzed the dependent variable Spontaneous Speech-Like
Vocalization (SSLV). The independent variables were the various permutations of visual and
auditory feedback. This facilitated contrast between the mode of feedback (visual, auditory,
and mixed) as well as the different types of feedback (12 visual and 5 auditory forms).

6

Some research, content, and text from this section is in submission to ACM under the title:
Creating a Spoken Impact: encouraging vocalization through audio visual feedback in children with
ASD with authors Hailpern, J., Karahalios, K., Halle, J., DeThorne, L. S. and Coletto, M.
This content is printed with knowledge of the Association for Computing Machinery.
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6.2. Question Analysis
Each subject was analyzed separately. Due to the varying lengths of each trial, a comparison
between the number of occurrences of SSLV would be weighted towards longer sessions. To
mitigate this effect, we analyzed a normalized frequency of SSLV (occurrences in trial divided
by trial duration). Wilcoxon rank-sum and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to compare the
number of SSLV in response to different types of feedback. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test is a
non-parametric alternative to the paired T-test. The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric
alternative to a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). These tests were well suited for these
data where distributions were not normal and where numbers were small because they do not
make any distributional assumptions. All tests used a two-tailed alpha with a p<0.05 denoting
statistical significance.

6.2.1. Q1 Analysis
Q1 examines if there is at least one form of computer generated feedback that will positively
impact a subject’s frequency of SSLV. If there at least one condition in Q2-Q4 shows
feedback has a positive impact on frequency of SSLV, we can conclude R1 is true for that
subject.

6.2.2. Q2 Analysis
Q2 indicates, in general, that all forms of feedback (regardless of mode/style) increase
frequency of SSLV. Analysis of Q2 for each subject is determined by comparing the frequency
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of SSLV at baseline to frequency across all types of feedback using the Wilcoxon rank-sum
test.

6.2.3. Q3 Analysis
Q3 indicates if all forms of feedback in a specific modality positively impact SSLV. Analysis of
Q3 for each subject is determined by performing a Wilcoxon rank-sum test comparing
frequency of SSLV at baseline with frequency of SSLV in groups audio only, video only, and
mixed feedback. Results from Q3 can be Video (video only significant p<0.05), Audio (audio
only p <0.05), Mixed (mixed feedback only p <0.05) or some permutation of the three. If
none have a significant p value, Q3 is considered Neither, indicating that no modality
increased the frequency of SSLV (all p>=0.05).

6.2.4. Q3a Analysis
Q3a examines if there is a specific type of feedback that increased frequency of SSLV in a
modality that approached significance. Using the result from Q3, we will tease out specific
forms/combinations of feedback within those statistically significant modalities (visual,
auditory, mixed). Trials within the specific modality are broken down into subcategories based
specific forms of feedback and tested against baseline using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Q3a
is only asked if p values for Q3 were approaching statistical significance.
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6.2.5. Q4 Analysis
We used qualitative observations from researchers and video to further guide analysis. This
enabled us to utilized overlooked forms of feedback that increased frequency of SSLV. Using
the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, we compared baseline with conditions that were qualitatively
observed to increase SSLV frequency.

If significance was not found, the Kruskall-Wallis test was used to determine if differences
existed in SSLV across feedback type, while excluding baseline measures. This additional
analysis allows us to compare the impact of one form of feedback against all others.

6.2.6. Q5 Analysis
In order to categorize the forms of feedback which illicit an increase in SSLV frequency, we
extracted the mode of feedback found to have the most impact in Q3, Q3a and Q4. This
synthesis of results provides a better understanding of what modes of feedback are engaging.

Using these questions as guides, we analyzed the results from each of our subjects to assess the
impact of computer based visual and auditor feedback on SSLV. The following chapter
describes the analysis in detail by presenting the findings broken up by subject.
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CHAPTER 7: RESULTS & DISCUSSION7
To protect the privacy of our subjects, we have changed their names; Gender status was
maintained. All five of the subjects’ spoken language developmental benchmarks [79] were in
the first phase (Preverbal Communication),roughly equating to the development of a
neurologically typical 6-12 month old.

Age

Diagnosis

Room Setup

Any Feedback

Visual Only

Audio Only

Mixed Feedback

Oliver

5

ASD

C

0.065 [-1.85]

0.386[-0.87]

0.063[-1.86]

0.058[-1.89]

Frank

8

ASD + Downs

C

0.024 [-2.26]

0.556[0.59]

0.011[-2.56]

0.006 [-2.71]

Larry

4

ASD + Downs

C

0.850 [-0.19]

0.796 [0.26]

0.805 [0.25]

0.650[-0.45]

Diana*

4

ASD

B

0.789 [-0.27]

0.016 [-2.41]

not used

0.470 [0.72]

Brian

3

ASD

A

0.834 [0.21]

0.766 [0.30]

not used

0.796 [-0.26]

Figure 12. Demographics and Frequency of SSLV: Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test from R2 and R3 Analysis.
High level graphical comparison of Frequency of SSLV per 10 seconds across all trials for all subjects.

7

Some research, content, and text from this section is in submission to ACM under the title:
Creating a Spoken Impact: encouraging vocalization through audio visual feedback in children with
ASD with authors Hailpern, J., Karahalios, K., Halle, J., DeThorne, L. S. and Coletto, M.
This content is printed with knowledge of the Association for Computing Machinery.
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7.1. Subject 1: Oliver
7.1.1. Oliver’s Results
Initial analysis of Oliver’s data (Figure 12) demonstrated borderline significance comparing
baseline to all feedback (Q2). Further, the audio only and mixed feedback conditions (R4)
approach significance. Due to a trend towards significance in the two conditions involving
audio, we compared frequency of SSLVs at baseline with any condition containing audio
feedback (both with and without visual feedback). There was a statistically significant
difference between conditions containing any audio feedback and those containing no audio
(p=0.045 [-2.00]). We conclude that audio feedback may have played a role in increasing the

Found Audio

Echo

Audio Without Visual

0.200 [-1.28]

0.045 [-2.00]

Audio With Visual

0.082 [-1.74]

0.073 [-1.79]

Any Condition

0.076 [-1.77]

0.04 2[-2.03]

Table 4. Comparison of Oliver’s audio feedback

frequency of Oliver’s SSLVs (Q5).

Since audio appeared to increase the frequency of Oliver’s SSLVs, we explored impact of
different forms of audio feedback in combination with visual feedback. Table 4 shows that
echo feedback encouraged SSLV, while visual feedback did not appear to have significant
impact on SSLV frequency (Q3a). We qualitatively observed that Oliver reacted positively to
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audio from a popular cartoon show. Our data confirms this by approaching statistical
significance (p=0.083 [-1.74]) (Q4).

From this analysis, we conclude that Oliver increased his frequency of SSLV in conditions
with audio feedback. Specifically, he increased SSLV in conditions with echoing audio
feedback (Q1).

7.2. Subject 2: Frank
7.2.1. Frank’s Results
Initial analysis of Frank’s data (Figure 12) showed a significant difference in frequency of
baseline SSLVs and frequency of SSLVs with all feedback (Q2). We found a statistically
significant difference in frequency of SSLVs with audio only and mixed feedback (Q3). Due to

Audio Feedback

p value with visual
feedback

p value without visual
feedback

Any Found Audio

0.010 [-2.57]

0.011 [-2.56]

Child’s Cartoon
Found Audio

0.003 [-2.98]

0.011 [-2.56]

Echo

0.005 [-2.80]

No data

Table 5. Comparison of Frank’s audio feedback

significance in both conditions with audio, we compared frequency of baseline SSLVs with
any condition with audio feedback. There was a highly significant association between audio
feedback and SSLVs (p = 0.004 [-2.84]) (Q5).
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Form of Visual Feedback in
Addition to Audio

P Value

No Visual Feedback

0.011 [-2.56]

Cartoon Image

0.046 [-2.00]

Firework-like

0.004 [-2.86]

Spinning Spiral of Dots

0.160 [-1.41]

Fast Flash

0.010 [-2.58]

Line Circle

0.032 [-2.14]

Random Dots

0.134 [-1.50]

Shower

0.046 [-2.00]

Table 6. Frank: Form of visual feedback with any audio

Given the robust effect of audio feedback, we compared Frank’s responsiveness to audio
feedback with and without visual feedback (Table 5). Audio feedback was categorized as
“found audio” and “echo”. Based on our qualitative observations, we isolated and analyzed
trials where audio feedback from a specific child’s cartoon was present. Frank demonstrated
the most significant increase in frequency of SSLVs over baseline when audio from the
cartoon was present (Q3a, Q4). For this subject, visual feedback had a positive impact on the
frequency of SSLVs when audio was also present.

Finally, we examined all conditions with audio feedback into specific forms of visual feedback
to assess the impact of different forms of visual feedback on the frequency of SSLV
production. Based on qualitative observations, we analyzed trials where a visual image from a
specific cartoon was present. Frank demonstrated increased SSLV frequency over baseline for
all visual feedback in addition to audio for all but Spinning Spiral of Dots and Random Dots
(Table 6), with the highest significance in Firework-Like Feedback (Q3a).
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From this analysis, we conclude that Frank had a higher frequency of SSLV to conditions
with audio feedback and both audio and visual feedback together (Q1 , Q5). Specifically, he
appeared to show increased SSLV when audio and visuals from a specific cartoon.
Interestingly, his mother stated that Frank did not watch this cartoon show.

7.3. Subject: Larry
7.3.1. Larry’s Results
Initial analysis of Larry’s data (Figure 12) failed to reach statistical significance (Q2, Q3).
While formal statistical tests did not reach statistical significance, qualitative observations

Figure 13. Larry’s SSLV frequency, by session and trial.

from researchers and study video, in conjunction with graphical representation of the data
(Figure 13) led us to believe that there was feedback that had impact on frequency of SSLV,
specifically conditions with echoing audio feedback. Qualitatively, researchers observed a
higher degree of attention and SSLV, during conditions with echo/reverb feedback.
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Comparing conditions with echoing feedback with baseline produced a lower p-value than
other analysis (p=0.243[-1.16]), yet it did not reach p<0.05. To examine the impact of
echoing feedback, we repeated our analysis across test conditions. We performed a Wilcoxon
rank-sum test to compare conditions using echoing feedback with visual feedback to
conditions with only echoing feedback and no visual feedback. Given p=0.970, we concluded
that there was no significant difference in SSLV between echoing conditions with and without
visual feedback.

0

1

2

0

X

X

X

1

0.284 [-1.07]

X

X

2

0.055 [1.91]

0.034 [2.13]

X

3

0.410 [0.83]

0.023 [2.27]

0.396 [-0.85]

Table 7. Larry’s comparative conditions (Row vs. Col).
0=baseline; 1=Any Condition with ECHO;
2=Audio only; 3= Mixed + Visual Only

To compare the impact of echoing feedback on SSLV with other forms of feedback, we used
the Kruskal-Wallis test. First, we categorized all of Larry’s trials into one of the following 5
conditions; (1) baseline, (2) any condition with echoing feedback, (3) only audio feedback
(excluding echoing), (4) only visual feedback (excluding echoing), (5) audio + visual feedback
(excluding echoing). The Kruskal-Wallis test had a p=0.060. To increase statistical power, we
collapsed groups8 by combining visual only feedback with mixed condition since groups had
visual presentations (comparative analysis between collapsed groups: Wilcoxon rank-sum

8

Collapsing two groups increases the number of data points in the resulting group, thus
increasing the statistical power during comparison.
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p=1.000[0.00]). Analysis of these groups found a statistically significant difference (p=0.030
by Kruskal-Wallis test). A post hoc pair-wise comparison of each condition, using Wilcoxon
rank-sum test (Table 7) was performed. Statistically significant differences were found
between the echo condition and audio only(visual + mixed) (p=0.034, p=0.023 respectively)
(Q4).

From this analysis, we conclude that Larry showed preference for echoing audio feedback (Q1,
Q5). However, we believe that with more statistical power, we could make a more conclusive
statement.

7.4. Subject: Diana
Diana responded to many commands by her mother such as sit, stop, come here, and wait.
Diana demonstrated two to three signs for communication (e.g., more, music), though
articulation of signs was poor, and frequency was low (about 1 per session).

7.4.1. Diana’s Results
Initial data analysis for Diana, found much higher p values (0.5-0.9) than expected when
comparing them to qualitative notes made by researchers. Confused by these findings, we
examined annotations made by video coders and noticed that large strings of Diana’s SSLVs
were being grouped together. A3 guidelines stated that utterances must be separated by a pause
of 2-seconds to be considered independent. However, Diana’s pauses ranged from 1-to-1.5
seconds in duration. As a result, phrases of multiple utterances were captured as just one
occurrence. To accommodate her shorter pauses, we re-analyzed her data using mean duration
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Form of Visual
Feedback

P value (without
audio)

P value (with audio)

Firework-like

0.136 [-1.49]

0.934 [-0.08]

Spinning Image

0.020 [-2.32]

0.201 [-1.28]

Shower-like

xxx

0.439 [0.78]

Fast Flash

xxx

0.739 [-0.33]

Multiple Circles

0.020 [-2.32]

0.556 [-0.59]

Line Circle

0.617 [0.50]

0.439 [0.78]

Fast Spin

xxx

0.617 [0.50]

Found Imagery

0.003 [-2.97]

0.330 [-0.97]

Table 8. Diana: Forms of Visual Feedback tested, vs.
baseline (with and without audio)

of SSLVs rather than frequency. For this subject, we used average duration as a proxy for
frequency.

Initial analysis of duration of SSLV (Figure 12) showed significance for visual only conditions
(Q2, Q3). Audio only feedback was not used, due to lack of interest observed in initial
orientation sessions.

To examine impact of visual feedback, we broke down the forms of visual only feedback and
compared average duration of spontaneous SSLVs with those produced in baseline condition
(Table 8). The last row in Table 5 is an amalgam of different forms of visual feedback in which
abstract colored dots are replaced with one or more found image(s). This data support our
qualitative observations that Diana only responded to conditions where images shown were
from cartoon shows, and that audio feedback reduced her SSLV (Q4). Three statistically
significant conditions were Spinning Image (a found image from a cartoon spins on axis),
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Multiple Circles (many dots or found images appear on screen; size based on volume of sound
produced) and any feedback with Found Images (there are overlaps between groups) (Q3a,
Q4).

From this analysis, we conclude that Diana produced more SSLVs (mean duration) with
visual feedback compared to baseline and mixed (Q1, Q5). Specifically, she appeared to show
increased engagement with forms of visual feedback that contained a cartoon character
(though a specific preference did not appear). Diana was reported to watch movies/TV-shows
with these characters.

7.5. Subject: Brian
7.5.1. Brian’s Results
Brian was the most difficult subject for us to qualitatively discern a particular pattern or “taste”
for feedback. This was supported by extremely high p-values for all coarse tests conducted on
the other subjects (Figure 12). During three sessions, we inadvertently failed to run a baseline,
reducing the number of comparison points to three instead of six. This reduced statistical
power. While Wilcoxon rank-sum statistics approached significance for one particular form of
visualization in which a cartoon character spun in a circle centered on screen, it failed to reach
significance.

From this analysis, we could not conclude that Brian had a significant reaction to any form of
feedback (either compared to baseline or against each other) (Q1-Q5).
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R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

Oliver

P

X

X

P

A

Frank

P

P

A+M

P

A+M

Larry

P

X

X

P

A

Diana

P

X

V

P

V

Brian

X

X

X

X

X

Table 9. Results by subject.
P = Positive, X = Negative, A = Audio,
V = Visual, M = Mixed

7.6. Discussion
After a thorough examination of the quantitative data collected, we are able to summarize the
findings in relation to our 5 questions (Table 9).

7.6.1. Q1 Discussion
In 4 of the 5 subjects, we found that at least one form of feedback created an increased
frequency of SSLVs. We were unable to show that any form or modality of feedback, when
compared to baseline, significantly increased the frequency of SSLVs for Larry and Brian.
This may be, in part, due to the small number of data points collected and high degree of
ASD. We were, however, able to demonstrate that echoing audio feedback produced a
significant difference in frequency of SSLVs when compared with all other forms of feedback
for Larry. Overall, we conclude that feedback may encourage SSLV in children with ASD.
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7.6.2. Q2 Discussion
Only one of five subjects found all forms of feedback, regardless of mode or form, to have a
positive impact on frequency of SSLV. This finding suggests that not all forms of computer
feedback work for all children.

7.6.3. Q3 & Q5 Discussion
It is commonly believed that individuals with ASD respond better to visual feedback than
auditory [8, 34, 73]. However, we had two subjects who responded primarily to auditory
feedback (Oliver and Larry). One preferred a mixed condition (Frank). One responded to
visual only (Diana). One subject (Brian) did not show any significant reaction to any form of
feedback. When taken from a more global level, 3 of 5 subjects responded to audio feedback,
and 2 of 5 responded to visual feedback Table 9. This suggests that further exploration of
feedback in both visual and audio modality is essential. This finding is of particular note in
that it is in contrast to other work.

7.6.4. Q3a & Q4 Discussion
Though some subjects had a larger range of forms of feedback that resulted in increased
frequency of SSLV than others, 4 of 5 subjects did have one particular condition that outperformed the others. The specific results, in conjunction with varied modes of feedback that
resulted from Q3 analysis, indicate that visualizations, and any potential therapeutic
application, will likely need to be tailored to individual subjects. The degree of customization
is unknown due to small sample size. We can proceed, however, knowing that individual
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interests/preferences must be taken into consideration. This work illustrates the varied forms
of audio/visual feedback that garnered the increase in SSLV.

7.6.5. Parental Response
In addition to data from subjects during the sessions, we asked for anonymous parental
response in the form of a written questionnaire. Feedback from parents was positive and
encouraging. Parents responded with high praise for our technique, and asked for similar
solutions to be put to use in their own homes. One mother stated,

My child’s reaction is one of excitement and looking forward to
see what was next to come. Applause on your study. You may
be onto something here.
Another mother stated her child’s reaction,

Since my son is fairly severely affected by autism, he stays in
his “own little world” quite a bit. So the fact that he showed
interest in and seemed to enjoy some of the visuals and sounds
is quite a positive thing. Thank you.
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CHAPTER 8: FOLLOW UP STUDY9
8.1. Wizard-of-Oz Follow Up Study
One future application of the SIP framework, is to encourage specific forms of vocalization,
namely teaching vocabulary acquisition and pronunciation. Given the current state of SIPS,
this particular functionality is not readily available. However, a common technique used in
design is a “Wizard-of-Oz” study. This is a form of experimentation in which a researcher
operates a partially functional system to make it appear to be fully functional to subjects.

Researchers constructed a Wizard-of-Oz system, based on SIP, geared towards teaching
specific skills. The model followed a common form of Behavioral Therapy [64]: Prompt for
word – wait for response – reward if correct or repeat if incorrect. We replaced the computer
voice recognition with a researcher to test the concept. Researchers qualitatively noted Frank’s
response as being exceptional, both in terms of his reaction to the computer feedback and his
eagerness to participate. Noting this, researchers asked his mother’s permission to include him
in an additional Wizard-of-Oz study.

This system aurally prompted subjects with a word in the form of the phrase “Say [word].”
Once the prompt was completed, the computer provided visual feedback (spinning spiral of
dots) and audio feedback (echo). Immediate feedback provided the subject with an

9

Some research, content, and text from this section is in submission to ACM under the title:
Creating a Spoken Impact: encouraging vocalization through audio visual feedback in children with
ASD with authors Hailpern, J., Karahalios, K., Halle, J., DeThorne, L. S. and Coletto, M.
This content is printed with knowledge of the Association for Computing Machinery.
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instantaneous reaction to their sounds, for both visual and auditory reinterpretation. If the
Frank did not repeat the sound, or the repeated sound was not “close enough,” the researcher
directed the system to re-prompt. If Frank’s response was “close enough,” the researcher
directed the system to provide an auditory and visual reward.

With parental permission, we conducted 2 sessions using this system. The first consisted of 10
words, which had been previously used by Frank (according to his mother). Initially, Frank
played with the system (similar to SIP sessions). After 15 minutes, he began repeating words
upon the request of the system. At the end of the 30-minute period, Frank repeated every
prompted word.

During the second session, we used 6 words his mother stated he had not spoken before, in
addition to 4 words from the previous session. We asked Frank’s mother to provide us with
words she hoped he would learn, but has not used to date. Frank readily played the PromptRepeat game and attempted to repeat the new words. Though articulation was often unclear
he made a concerted effort to repeat all 10 words, including the 6 new ones. Of particular note,
Frank has been highly resistant in the past with this form of Vocal Imitation Language
therapy.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION 10
This thesis presents the motivation, background and theory related to the use of visually and
auditory feedback to encourage vocalization in non-verbal children with ASD. Based on the
existing literature, we developed SIP or the Spoken Impact Project. SIP consists of three
major thrusts of research; 1) A framework to facilitate video annotation, and an instantiation
of said system called VCode and VData; 2) A3, a set of coding guidelines that allow
researchers to assess non-verbal subject interaction with computer based feedback; and 3) A
detailed quantitative analysis of SIPS through the use of VCode, VData and A3. Results from
this analysis suggest that computer based feedback systems hold the potential to greatly
impact the vocalization of non-verbal subjects. Based on our follow up Wizard of Oz Study,
we believe that systems like SIPS can be further developed to not only encourage vocalization,
but also teach verbal communication skills.

9.1. Limitations
The children participating were diagnosed with autism and had significant intellectual
disabilities. Their attention to tasks was limited. Sometimes the subjects would appear highly
engaged with a form of feedback, while other forms proved completely unengaging. This often
resulted in trial sessions of extremely short duration, as subjects would get up and move away
from the computer. Duration of our trials had high variance, and reduction in observation

10
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time may have reduced statistical power of this study and ability for statistical tests to reach
significance. We may not have fully appreciated the positive effects of SIPS in this small study.
However, we were able to observe numerous forms of feedback that garnered significant
changes in SSLV.

With the small scale of this first study, we cannot conclude that audio/visual feedback will
increase SSLV for every child with ASD. However, based on our 5 single-subject studies, we
believe our results are promising.

We also wish to highlight that there is a leap between producing SSLV and real-world
communication. Our current study focused specifically on encouraging a behavior. This work,
in conjunction with the findings from our Wizard-Of-Oz study, lay the ground work for
future exploration of this area of research.

9.2. Future Work
Given our encouraging results, there are many exciting areas of future work. One of the most
immediate directions is adaptive feedback selection. Previously, researchers had to
qualitatively assess which visualizations and forms of audio feedback were engaging to subjects.
Future work might examine if a system could adaptively change forms of feedback by the
subject’s response via machine learning. This would not only ease the job of clinicians and
researchers, but as preferences change and subjects satiate, such a system would be able to
adapt.
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We see the potential to test our approach with other populations or other target behaviors.
One unanswered question is the method for teaching specific vocal skills, such as words in
context, syllables, etc. Another opportunity would be to explore the delivery of a SIP
appliance. The investigation of a toy-like device could provide therapeutic play at home, as
well as the practitioner’s office.

9.3. Summary
The implications of this thesis are broad and far reaching. Results form our research on video
annotation provide a framework for software designers to better meet the needs of researchers,
clinicians, and to improve video annotation accuracy and quality. In addition, two tools that
embody the annotation framework have been rereleased, with impact reaching world wide to a
plethora of disciplines from Neurosicence to Computer Science.

The A3 guidelines demonstrate how research from multiple domains can be brought together
to create a system for analyzing the behavior of non-verbal subjects. By leveraging the rich
body of literature, we were able to build a robust framework that leverages the theory and
years of research already conducted. Based on the findings for inter coder reliability, the A3
guidelines provide a reliable system to quantitatively assess subject behavior. A3 used in
conjunction with VCode and VData create a system that is reliable, fast, and accurate for
assessing non verbal subject behavior.

Given the results from the SIP study, we believe that Audio and/or Visual Feedback can be
used to encourage spontaneous speech-like vocalizations in low-functioning children with
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ASD. In addition, SIP suggests that both visual and auditory feedback can impact
spontaneous speech-like vocalization. This suggests that further exploration of feedback in
both modalities is essential. This finding is of particular note in that it is in contrast to other
existing work that states the strong preference for visual only feedback.

SIP also suggests that low-functioning children with ASD may have distinct and varied
preference for forms/styles of feedback. As a result, individual customization may be necessary
in future situations. Though the range of variation necessary is unknown, the final solution
might include a suite of feedback styles that may be selected by the parent, clinician, or child.

With the positive results of our data, the encouraging messages of parents, and the potential
impact demonstrated in the Wizard-of-Oz study, we believe that SIP-styled therapy is an
exciting and viable method for encouraging speech and vocalization in low-functioning
children with ASD. This research presents the first steps towards uncovering the area of
using audio and visual feedback to encourage speech in low functioning children with autism.
In other words, SIP is a starting point for future research.
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